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Construction has an image problem. The industry is not attractive to anyone
considering a career when leaving school, college or university. This is a matter
of concern to government, the industry and of course the trade unions. So why
has construction developed such a bad reputation? This book, by Dr Mark
Harvey, highlights one of the critical factors in understanding the roots of the
construction industry’s problems, false self-employment.

The term false self-employment may be new to some, but the problem has
been around for over three decades. Contractors and sub-contractors used self-
employed labour, rather than direct labour, to avoid their responsibilities as
employers. The effect has been to fragment the industry; dismantle the
apprenticeship structure; confuse responsibilities for safety on sites; and deny
workers their employment rights. Quite simply, false self-employment has
undermined the construction industry.

The costs of false self-employment are not confined to the construction indus-
try; tax-payers have lost billions of pounds directly in unpaid tax and National
Insurance, and indirectly through income support for sick and injured building
workers. Every year £2 billion is wasted on subsidising false self-employment
rather than improving public services.

Undermining Construction is a comprehensive analysis of false self-employ-
ment, offering clear, concise proposals to tackle the problem. The evidence in
the report illustrates that there is still a huge problem in the industry and that
government needs to find the political will to end the practice.

There is a broad consensus in the industry that the industry needs to build a
new culture. Part of that new culture must be the eradication of labour prac-
tices that rely on tax evasion and a denial of basic employment rights. To trans-
form the industry’s image, the people who build Britain’s schools, hospitals,
roads and cities should be given real respect and value. The first step will be
finding a unified approach to government with a proposal to end false self-
employment. We hope Undermining Construction will generate a positive dis-
cussion presenting a powerful case to government in favour of reform.

George Brumwell UCATT General Secretary
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� The present case law on employment status, employment legislation and
taxation classification system has created a confused labour market institu-
tional framework, which has in part promoted the expansion of ‘grey
areas’ where employment status is unclear.

� Given this confusion, the economic incentives of the taxation system have
stimulated the growth of ‘false’ self-employment, particularly in the con-
struction industry. The result has been market institutional failure where
the competition induced by taxation has led the industry down a low cost,
low skill and low productivity route.

� In the construction industry, the consequences have been particularly
severe with the growth of false self-employment on a large scale. A variety
of evidence from statistics to small scale interviews provides the evidence of
mass false and illegal self-employment, with adverse effects on economic
efficiency.

� The false self-employed bear the full long-term employment-related risks
for sickness, accidents, retirement and economic inactivity when they are
often in the least favoured circumstances of irregular, casual, and unstable
working.

� The direct fiscal loss from false self-employment, both in terms of tax and
national insurance, was estimated to range between £1.1 billion and £2 bil-
lion per annum, with the most likely figure identified as being around £1.5
billion.

� An estimate of the number of false self-employed is put moderately at
361,000 construction workers. Assuming that the ‘core and majority’ of
workforces on construction sites are properly employees, structural reform
rather than compliance to existing regulations is deemed appropriate.
Evidence is given of the systemic failure of the Inland Revenue and
Contributions Agency to adequately enforce existing law, leading to signifi-
cant irregularities.

� Two proposals for reform are presented. The first proposes that the anom-
aly of self-employed in the construction industry who have tax deducted at
source by their employers be ended, leaving a single tax and legal status
for genuinely independent construction workers. The second proposes an
integration, simplification and clarification of statutory, common law on
employment status, and taxation classification. It is suggested that a test
for economic independence becomes the sole test for this status.
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Construction
worker takes a
break on a steel
girder, Birmingham
Bull Ring building
site, October 2001
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